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As a generalization of closed maps and oipen mcrps, Arhangel’skii introduced the notion of 
pseudcropen maps and showed that such maps are precisely hereditarily quotient. In this paper, 
we shall investigate the product of two or couatably many pseudo-open map., and refute the 
plausible conjecture: If each f” is closed, then f” is pseudo-open, or at least quotient. NIoreover, 
as rehited matters, we shall consider countable products of closed mqps. 
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According to Arhaangel’skii. [l], a map f : X + Y is called pseudo -opm, if for anv 
y E Y: and for any open neighborh(Dod LI’ of f”(y), y E int f( V). Pseudo-open 
maps are hereditarily quotient, that is, ,f 1 f-‘(S) is quotient for every S 5 Y. 
Mloreover, by [l; Theorem 1] the converse also holds. Pseudo-open maps, and 
classes of Fr6chet spaces, V-spaces which are externally characterized by these 
maps are investigated by [2, 3, 121, etc. 
The product of two pseudo-open maps need not be pseudo-open. Indeed, a 
product of a quasi-perfect map with the identity map on a compact space X need 
not even be pseudo-(open. For such an example, cf. [29; Remark (ii)] and as X, 
consider the Stone-tech compactification /3Z of the space Z there:. 
In Section 1, we shall give a necessary and sufficient condlition for tf.~ product of 
two pseudo-open maps, one of which is defined on a separable imetric space, to be 
pseudo-open. 
In Section 2, we sW1 consider conditions un 
map f” is pseudo-open or closed. 
In Section 3, by sOme examples, we s ow the followin 
product f” is a closed1 map on 
sp 
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quotient). Moreover, as a supplement related to Problem 2.6 in Section 2, we shall 
give an example which shows that, even if X lis locally compact, t’he countab5 
product space X” need not be a k’-space. 
Assume that all spaces are regular HausdorfL and that all maps are continuous 
and onto. 
roducis of two pfimdo- 
We shall begin with the definitiorrl of countably bi-quotient maps. These maps are 
a generalization of bi-quotient maps introduced by Michael [IO]. 
1.1 ([IS)). A map f : X --9 Y is called1 coun&zf~~y bi-qoticnt, if for any 
y E Y, and for any increasing open covering { Un : n = I, 2, . . = ; of f”(y), for some 
no, y E int f(U& Clearly, a!l quasi-perfWWc pp* maps and all open maps are countably 
bi-quotient. All countably bi-quotient maps are pseudo-open. 
As for the product of a pseudo-open map with the identity map on a spac:z 2, we 
have the following Proposition 1.2.. ‘We model the proof, after that of 612, 
Proposition 4.43, where 2 is the closed unit interval. A space (not necessarily 
regular regular) is called a P-space 17, 4J] if ever-v F,-set is closed. 
Proposition 1.2. Let f be pseudo-open, and let i2 be the identity map on a space 2. If 
r x i, is pseudo-open, then j is countably bi-quotient or Z is a P-space. i 
It is obvious that a countable compact P-space is finite [7]. Broposition 1.3 below 
gives conditions for a P-space to be discrete. The proof ir; straightforward. 
The concept of a Sspacce was introduced by Nalgami [l4] (cf. also 1111). For 
spuces determined by countable subsets ( = spaces of countable tightness in the sense 
of Arhangel’ski!. [4]), see Michael [12, ;Propositiotj 8.51. 
hoposition Let X a P-space has any the properties bekjw. 
X is discrete. 
Each point is a Gs-se!t ; 
bdly separable space ; 
k-space ; 
Z-space ; 
it is determined by counF&le subsets. 
ropositions I.2 and 1.3, antll 12, Proposition 4.31, we have 
On twoducts of pseudo- open maps 
As for the product of two quotient maps which are defined on separable metric 
spaces, by 122, Theorem 1 .l] together with [8, Proposition 2.11, and by [ IO, 
‘Theorem 1.5 and (7.511, we have the fohowing. 
. Let fn : Xn + Y, (n = 1,2) 9~ quotient maps with X1 and X2 sel,arable 
rretric. Tken fl X ft is quotient if and only i,eany ow of the properties belrovv holds. 
(1) Y1 and Y2 are separable metric spaces. 
(2,) Yr or Yz is a locally compact space. 
(3) Y, and Y2 are k,-spaces in the sense of Michaek ilO]. / 
Analog~~usly., for the product of two hereditarily quotient mqps ( = pseudo-open 
maps) we have the following: 
Theerem 1.6. Let fn : Xn -+ Y, (n = 1,2) be pseudo -open, f et X3, be separable mt tric 
(resp. first countable with each $i’(yl) Lindeliif), and let Y, be nondiscrete. Then 
fi X f2 is pseudo-open if and only if properties (1) and (2) below hold. 
(1) Y1 is a separrable metric space (resp. fi is bi-quotknt), or Y2 is a P-space. 
(2) fi iis countably bi-quotient. 
Proof. Wnly if”: First we shall prove (1). Assume that I& is not a P-space. Since 
fi X fz = (fl X iy2) l (ix1 X f2) is pseudo-open, f 1 r: iu, is pseudo-open. Thus, by Propos- 
ition 1.2, fi is countably biwquotient. Hence, since Xr (res’p., 3ach fi'(yl)) is 
Lindeliif,’ fI is b&quotient. Thus, by 1.10, Proposition 3.4], Y1 is a separable metric 
space. Next, we shall prove (2). Since .fi x fi = (iy, *( f2) e cfr x ix,) is pseudo-open, 
iy, X fi is pseudo-open. Because Y1 is the quotient image of a first countable space 
X1, Y1 is a ,‘F -space. Thus, by Proposition 1.4, f- is countably bi-quotient. 
“If”: Since X1 is metric (resp., first countable), bjy [12, Proposition 4.31, ix, x f2 is 
countably bi-quotient, and hence is pseudo-open. Next, we shall prove that f, x iy, 
is pseudo-open. In case that Y1 is a separable metric space, by (10, Proposition 3.31, 
fi is bi-quotient. Thus, bv [lo; Theorem 1.21, J?i x iii, is bi-quotient, and hence is 
pseudo-open. In case th& Y; is a P-space, since leach f ;‘(y*) is Lindelof, it is 
straightforward to check that f1 x irl, is pseudo-open. Thus, in both cases, fl X iu, is 
pseudo-open. Hence, sin-:e fi x f:! =:= (f* X iy,) * (ix1 x f;), f; x fi is pseudo-open. 
.7. Let fn : Xi -+ II’;, (n := 1,2) be p:aeudo-open, Le ch Xm be szparable 
metric, and let each Ym be non-discrete. ITA en j’, x f2 is ipseudo - if and orily if X1 
and Y2 are separable metric. 
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Since Yz is the quotient image of a metric 
is not discrete, Yz is not a P-space by 
property (I) in Theorem 1.6, Y, is separable metric. LikeMse, Yz is also separable 
metric. 
--) Y be pseudo-open. 7%en f W is pseudo-open if and only 
if f” is coantrtbly bi-quotient. 
The “if’9 part is clear, so we shall prove the. “only if“ part. Let g X” s 
X” x*X-, and h :’ Y” = Y6* x I? be h omeomorphic maps such that (j” X f”) l g = 
h of”. Then f” X f” = h l f o) l g -“,, which implies f o x f @ is p.;eudo-open, for f QI is 
irji2ii o-open. d On the other hand, 
f” Xf” = (f” X i,+(i.,- X f”). 
Then f” x iu- is pseudo-open. Here we can assume t,hat Y consists of 2 k least two 
points. Then Y” is obviously not a P-space. Thus, by Proposition 1.2, f w is 
countably b&quotient , 
.2. Even if f U is pseudo+pen, where f : X 4 Y vbtith X locally compact 
metric and with Y compact metric, f need not be bi-quotient . In fact, this is seen by 
combining Example 8.3 in [IO] with [20, Corollary 3.2.j. 
In the case where j” is closed as is seen in (2) ~2~4 (19) in Proposition 2.3 below, 
an analogous result to Proposition 2.1 is valid. Moreo\rel:, under some conditions, if 
each f” (n - f,2,... 1) is closed, it follows that j” is also closed. 
+ Y be closed map with Y ,~2032-discrete. Let X be either a 
k -space or a space euch of whose closed subsets is a C&-set. 7%en the following are 
equivalent. 
(1) Each f n is cl’osed. 
(2) f w is closed. 
(3) f” is quasi -pllerfTect. 
(2): Since Y is the ehed image of X, Y i; a k-space or a space 
Y. Tkn Py is closed, and is 
is not a P-spac’c, by 
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is part is proved without the co 
X f o = (j” X iv0 ) * ( ixlaa X f @ ) is 
(2), it follows that f”’ is quasi-perfect. 
ILeE VVithout the condition on X in Proposik~n 2.3, the implication 
(1) + (2) heed not be, valid. Inceed, even if X is Lindeliif, jr” need not be closed 
(or even pseudo-open) (see ExampIle 3.3 below). 
As for the analogue of Proposition 2.3 for pseudo-open maps, the following 
problem has not been solved to the knowledge of the author. 
Pmblem 2 3. Under what con#diticns on X is f” pseudo-open when each f” is 
pseudo- open? 
If X being a metric space jr. a suflkient condition in the above problem, then the 
answer to the following problem is ;tffirmativr: [lo, Theorem 1.51 and [l, Theorems 
1. and 4],, If the ti.nswer to Problehm 2.6 below is affirmative, then X being 
metrizable is a sufhcient condition in Problem 2.5 by [6, Proposition 2.31 and [2Q, 
Theorem 3.11. 
Prelblem 2.6. If each X” is Frdchet, then is X” so? 
However, as for k ‘-space:;, the anatlogue of Problem 2.6 is not valiJ, even if X is a 
locally compact space (see Example 3.6 below). Recall that a space X is a k ‘-space 
[2, DleGnition 3.2jl, if w aenever x E & then there is a compact subset C {of X such _-- 
tb,at AC E ,4 n CT. If we sr=place “compact” by “compact rr\et:ric”, then such a space is 
precisely Frkhet . 
marrk 2.7. As for the product of quotient maps, we :are not hopeful about the 
analogous question to Problem 2.5. For, the analogous implication (1) + (2) in 
Proposition 2.3 is mt valid, even if f is a closed map defined on the real numbers 
with the usual topology. See Example 3.4 below. 
First, we give an example to .ema:rk 2!.4, which sh s that if each f a is ckx 
need not be pseudo-open or even quotient. Our ex le t3epends on 
ancl 3.2 below. 
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Proof. Each .XR is obviously a P-space, and the product of a finite number of 
‘tindeliif &spaces is again a Lindel6f P-splice by 913, Proposition 4.2(h)]. Then we 
prwe: only that f x f is closed. Since X is a P-space, and each f-‘(y) is Lindelof, it is 
lsasily seen that ix x f is cl.osed. Similla 1’) f X in is also closed, for Y is a P-space. 
But f x f == (IF x iy ) . (ix x f), so f x f is closed, 
ia 3.2, Letf: Y 1 + Y E.-e a quotient map with X LindekJf. Let iO be the identity 
map on IF*‘, where D is a discrete space with 1 D 1 a 1 Y 1 (I D I &nb~kr the card&u&y 
of D). Then f x i. is quo/tierrt if and only if j is bi-quotient. 
The “if” part follows from [IO; Theorem 1.33, so we shall prove the “only if’” 
part. Suppose that f x iO is quotient and f is not bi-quotient. Since X is Lindelof, by 
[lo; Proposition 2.11, there is YO G Y and an increasing open covering {U..; n = I_ 
192 , . . . ] of X such that y. E Y - f (1%). Let I30 = Y - (yo} and 19, == I& - f (V,), and 
letE), beapropersubsetof13 with[D,I=I~,I0’=8,P,2,...).Le:tp”=(p~)E.dS”” 
with pi f E D - D,, and let 
B; == {(xi); xi = pt if i# j, land 3, E Q}. 
Let Z. = {p #‘} u UTmo Bd be a subspace of D”. Then each point of Uymo B; is 
isolchted in Z,,,, and the collection ((g “) U jJ;Yk B;; k = I, 2, . . . } forms a loca’i bask: at 
p * irr: Zo. Let 2 be the space constructed in the proof of [IO, Theorem 1.31, where 
for the collection 46 in there, let us put now 48 = {&: j = 0, 1,2,. . -} (B, 1 B!.+J. 
Then each point of B. is isolated in 2;, and ({yo) U Bj :: j = 0, 1,2, . . . } is a local base 
at y. in Z. We shall prove th.st 2 is an open image of ZO. To show this, we define an 
open map from Z. onto Z Since aiP Q and B, are discrete spaces with I Di I = f B! I, 
there exist homeomorphic maps h* : Dj = B,. Let g : .X0-, Z be the m 
g (UD *)= y0 and g ((xi >) 7 hI (x*) if (xi) E B;. Then g is welldefined, for 
i # j. By the decreasingness of the collection 8, it follows from the constructions of 
spaces Z. and Z that g is an open map from Z0 onto 2. 
0n the other hand, f X il, is quotient, because f x i. is quotient and Z. is closed in 
D”. Thus f x g is quotient, because f %: g = (iy x g) l (6: x izo), and iy x g is open 
and hence is quotient. Thus f X iz is quotient, %r f X g = (f X iz) l (ix X g) is 
quotient. But by the proof of [lo, Theorem 1.31, \! x iz is not (quotient. This is a 
contradiction. Hence f is bi-quotient. 
3.3. A closed map f : X + Y with .X Link!% (resp. paracompact) such 
that each f” is closed, but f” is not pseudoopen (resp. ]quotient). 
a subspace of an ordered space [0, 0~1, where ul is the first 
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be the quotient space, with 8 : Z1+ & the ident%catiLon map, and let p be the 
restriction of g to the Lindelof P-space X := S )I: IV. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, each g B 
and each J” are closed. But, by Proposition 2.1, f” is not pseudo-open, because f is 
not countably b&quotient. Moreover, g ” is not quotieint. Indeed, suppose that g ” 
is quotient. Let hi : 2: = Zi X 2: (i = 1,2) be homeomorphic maps such that 
(gxg”)4rr=hz*gW, and Ilet h=hz~gQ4z~1. Then h:Z1~Z+i?+Z~ is a 
quotient map with h = g x g”. Let Y = g(X). Then Y x D” is closed. in & x Zr. 
Thus, h 1 h”( Y x D”) = f x iDu is quotient. But X is Lindeliif. By Lemma 3.2, f is 
b&quotient. This is a contradiction. 
Next, we give an example to Remark 2.7. 
!ExmPIe 3C:0. A closed map f : X + Y with X locally 
such that each f” is quotient, but f” is not quotient. 
compact, separable 
Construction. Let f bie the identification map from the real numbers R onto the 
quotient space Y = R/Z, where 2 is the integers. Since each Y” is a bc,-space, ach 
f” is quotient by [lo, (‘IS)]. Since Y as not metrizable, Y” is not sequential by [ZI, 
Theorem 1.31. Then f” is not quotient by [6, Corollary l&I]. 
In concluding this section, we would like to give an example to the countable 
product of k’-spaces, which refutes the ana,fogue of Problem 2.6. To give our 
example, we need Lem!ma 3.5 belaw. 
Lemma 3.5. Le? X be a V-space, and let Y be a k-space. If Y C T and X x T is 64 
k ‘-space, then X x Y is a k-space. 
Proof. Let X* be the topological sum of all compact subsets of X, and Ixrt 
cpx : X* + X be the obvious map. Let h = cpx x iT. Then it follows that h is 
pseudo-open. Indeed, X x T has the followiing property: If (z, t) E A, then 
(x, t) E A n B for some subset B = C x T of X :X T, where C is a compact subset (of 
.X. Thus,, by the proof of [2, Theorem 3.31, h is pseudo-open. This imp&w 
h 1 h -‘(X X Y) is quotient. 0n the other hand, X* x Y is a k-space, because the 
product of a k-space with a locally clompact space is a k-space [S]. Since X x Y is 
the quotient image of a k-space X* x Y, X x Y is a k-space. This completes the 
proof. 
ExamPIe 3.6. A 1ocall.y compact space X (hence!, each X” is a V-space), but with 
X” not a k’-space. 
and let Y = X$N,, (et X 
BY is the Stone-+& compactifMi0ra 
JC” is 
164 
k ‘-space. Indeed, suppose that 
Y. Tam&a 
subset of a V-space X” x X( = “)* F is also a 
S=NgX k’iswk-space. tric space IV; is not 
not a k-space by [9; Th is a contradiction. 
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